TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-114543)

FROM: SAC, SAN JUAN (105-6242) (P)

SUBJECT: JUNTA REVOLUCIONARIA CUBANA (JURE) IS - CUBA;

CIA HAS NO OBJECTION TO DECLASSIFICATION AND/OR, RELEASE OF CIA INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT. EXCEPT BRACKETS IN TP 2.

DATE: 8/18/66

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN BORROWS FILED EXCEPT THE 4TH LINE OTHERWISE.

Reference Miami letter to Bureau 8/5/66.

For completion of the Bureau and Miami files in this matter concerning MANUEL RAY RIVERO and his reported trip to Madrid, Spain, during June, 1966, HARRY MAHONEY, who was in San Juan during the Caribbean Games in June, 1966, had furnished the following information:

During the Games, RAY had traveled from San Juan to Madrid, Spain, to meet with RAFAEL BONGO, a Cuban exile residing there whose brother JORGE was a member of the Cuban Delegation to the Games. CIA verified this travel of RAY. Upon his return MAHONEY contacted RAY and requested that any definite plans that RAY had be made known to representatives of the United States Government whenever they reached the formulated stage. MAHONEY confidentially advised that CIA would have an operational interest in RAY only if his plans became definite.

CLASSIFIED BY 5/84 SLD/MSB
DECLASSIFIED ON: 25X

CLASSIFIED BY JFK
DECLASSIFIED ON: 8/19/64

3 - Bureau (RM)
1 - Miami (105-6661) (RM)
1 - San Juan

JBH; baf (5)

SEP 2, 1966

18 AUG 1966

8/19/64

SECRET

BUY U.S. SAVINGS BONDS REGULARLY ON THE PAYROLL SAVINGS PLAN
To: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-114543)

From: SAC, MIAMI (105-6661) (P)

Subject: JUNTA REVOLUCIONARIA CUBANA (JURE) IS - CU; NM

Supp(S) of 5-17-84

Enclosed hereewith are 10 copies of LHM dated and captioned as above.

Copies are being disseminated locally to the following agencies:

NISO, OSI, G-2, Coordinator of Cuban Affairs, Department of State; CIA, Coast Guard, Customs, Miami, Customs, Regions II, Miami, Customs, Key West, Border Patrol, INS.

MM T-1 is CIA, report dated June 28, 1966, entitled, "Plans of Cuban Exiles for Possible Attempts to Usurp Power of FIDEL CASTRO RUZ." (U)

MM T-2 is CARLOS ZARRAGA MARTINEZ, Key Source Cuban. (U)

LHM classified SECRET, inasmuch as it contains information from CIA so classified (U)

Information copy of LHM for San Juan inasmuch as there is outstanding investigation in that division.

Miami has instructed CARLOS ZARRAGA MARTINEZ, Key Source - Cuban, to attempt to develop further information concerning this matter. (U)

and will keep the Bureau advised.

Miami will maintain contact with the informant.

Enclosure

Bureau (Enc. 10) (RM)
1 - San Juan (Enc. 1) (RM)
1 - Miami
RJD/NEB

5/1 AUG 1966

See reverse for copy info.